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Introduction
Treatment of burns on hands of the little child is particularly difficult and may be
associated with sequelae due to the small size of hands and to the rapid onset of
retractable adhesions. Positional dressing is usually maintaining hand opened and
fingers spread. To make positional dressing and compression gloves more efficient
we have designed a rigid support to maintain fingers extension, palm opening and
commissures spacing.
We have used a thermoformable plastic. The “plaquettes” have been standardized
with measurements of hands from small children.

Materials
Thermoformable “plaquettes” are
designed with 3 sizes. They
maintain hands in neutral position
with hand flat and fingers spread,
They have rounded notches at
commissures to fix bandages.
Adjustments are possible by
heating, cutting and adding.
Compression gloves are designed
with straps on palm side or on
dorsal side of fingers to maintain
together fingers of gloves and
“plaquette”
A bandage is added to avoid
slipping

Population and indications
Children from 0 to 6 years old 
with profound hand burns with 
functional risks
This material may be used 
whatever the location of burns 
(palm, dorsal, commissure)
whatever the stage of evolution:
• in epidermisation phase : 
plaquette integrated to 
positional dressing
• in inflammatory phase: the 
plaquette is associated with 
compression glove (with straps)
• or after repair surgery to fix 
the correction



Results

Follow up is 6 years : 
quality of results is depending on the delay after covering by dermo
epidermic graft
Benefits :
• Availability of “plaquettes” with different sizes
• Adaptability (thermoformable, cuttable) (Figure 1)
• Good tolerance with a well maintained posture (without 

slipping)
Limits : 
• There should not be any retracted flange ; if not it is necessary to

make a circular plaster before using a “plaquette” (Figure 2)
• These devices can be managed only by a qualified staff
• It is also necessary to educate parents

Figure 1 : « plaquette » with elbow
extension

Figure 2 : circular plaster

Figure 3 : deep circular burn Figure 4 : result after 18 months



Discussion and conclusion

Combining the use of “plaquettes”, readily available, adaptable, well tolerated 
with initial therapy after transplantation and maintained during  scaring 
maturation significantly improves the outcome of deep burns of 
the hands of small children.

When the scar is fragile (wounds, eczema ..) “plaquettes” will allow to keep 
good posture as postures are not sufficiently constrained  by the dressing. 
The “plaquettes” with glove, bandage and straps for fingers are particularly 
effective in preventing commissural flanges, often not sufficiently stretched  in 
the usual compression gloves. “Plaquettes” must be permanently weared. 
Wearing time is standing for 3 months on average . After the first three 
months “plaquettes” can be weared nightly.  Other types of orthesis may be 
used in combination. 
This treatment should be performed by trained and competent personnel.  
Parents receive the explanatory notes shown below.   Hands “plaquettes” 
have demonstrated their usefulness to prevent or limit the occurrence of 
retractions.
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